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HOSPICE AIDE EDUCATION SERIES                 Module 22:  Nearing Death Awareness 

 

Overview & Objectives 

In 1992 a book called Final Gifts: Understanding the Special Awareness, Needs, and Communications of 

the Dying was published by hospice nurses Maggie Callahan and Patricia Kelley.  In it they described 

common characteristics of nearing death awareness (NDA) in hospice patients, but is it delirium or a 

divine mystical experience?  This module is a review of nearing death awareness by these authors and 

others.  It describes the language patients might use to convey the experience and how hospice aides 

should respond, both to patients and families.  It also addresses the needs of dying patients who display 

these behaviors and ways to facilitate a more peaceful death. The following learning objectives for this 

module include: 

 Describe the difference between near death experiences and nearing death awareness 
 Discuss descriptions and definitions of nearing death awareness 

 Identify examples of symbolic language that might be used by patients 

 Review how to respond to nearing death awareness in patients 

 Discuss examples of NDA communication with patients 

Contents 

 Learning Module 

 Module Extra:  Guidelines for Communication 

 Test Questions 

 Instructor Answer Key 

 Attendance sheet 

 Evaluation Form 

 Certificate of Attendance 

 

Module Instructions: 

 

Each module should take approximately one hour. Successful completion requires hospice aides to study 

the self-study section, complete the test, and fill out the evaluation form.  Discussion topics, case 

studies, group exercises, and module extras are used to supplement learning.  A passing grade of 70% is 

required on the test.  The completed sign-in sheet, test, evaluation form, and certificate of attendance 

should be kept on file for auditing and compliance purposes.  A copy of the completed certificate of 

attendance should be given to the aide for their own records.  

 

 

Copies are permitted within the physical location of each organization purchasing modules 
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Module 22:   

Nearing Death Awareness 

 
[This module is a follow up to Near Death 

Experiences which is recommended as a 

prerequisite to this inservice]   

Introduction  

The phenomenon of near death experiences 

(NDEs) was first described in detail by Dr. 

Raymond Moody, a physician, who published 

his book Life After Life in 1975.  He coined the 

term “near death experience” and his book 

ushered in one of the most fascinating and 

controversial subjects of our time, not only in 

the United States, but around the world.   

The subject of this module is nearing death 

awareness (NDA).  These experiences are 

related to NDEs, but usually involve patients at 

the end of life.  NDA is not the same as near 

death experiences related to sudden deaths.  

In 1992, a book called Final Gifts:  

Understanding the Special Awareness, Needs, 

and Communications of the Dying was written 

by two hospice nurses, Maggie Callahan and 

Patricia Kelley.  In it they described the common 

characteristics of NDA seen in hospice patients, 

the types of NDA symptoms that are likely to be 

observed, and the manner in which these 

occurrences are communicated by patients.   

One of the main points of their book was to 

explain that features of nearing death 

awareness are often mistaken for other 

symptoms such as the side effects of 

medications, delirium, confusion, or dementia.  

Callahan and Kelley explained that some of 

these behaviors can actually be signs of nearing 

death awareness.      

As a hospice aide you may be skeptical, but it is 

important to keep an open mind to the 

possibility that there may be another 

explanation for some patient’s behaviors at the 

end of life.  When you are caring for dying 

patients it may be helpful to think of it as an 

extraordinary gift to be present with someone 

who might be transitioning between the 

physical and spiritual worlds. 

            

 

Nearing Death Awareness 

When patients are moving through the dying 

process in hospice, they may behave and 

communicate in ways that indicate expanded 

awareness.  This is called nearing death 

awareness (NDA).  Even though there are 

similarities to near death experiences, NDA 

typically occurs without any preceding factors.  

There are no changes in vital signs, no changes 

in symptoms, and no crisis occurring.  There is 

no marked change in their physical condition 

that leads to nearing death awareness.  They 

can move from one reality to the other with 

relative ease.   
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Since their language may change from one 

reality to the other, it is often mistaken for 

confusion, hallucinations, or delirium, and the 

patient is either ignored or medicated.  It may 

be difficult to distinguish between NDA and 

delirium, but in delirium there are symptoms of 

disorientation, lack of attention, and short-term 

memory deficits.  These are not present in NDA.   

A significant point to make is that patients in 

nearing death awareness are not confused by 

their current surroundings if they are fully 

conscious.  They may speak in symbolic 

language, but they know where they are and 

who is physically present in the room.  On the 

other hand, patients having hallucinations, for 

example, cannot stop the hallucinations 

momentarily to talk with people in the room. 

The most common or universal sign of NDA is 

meeting deceased loved ones.  For example, 

patients will talk about a deceased spouse or 

family member who is there to meet them, as if 

they are present in the room and there to assist 

them.  The patient may talk about going on a 

trip or journey, which is interpreted by 

observers as confused ramblings and 

incoherent statements.  It is interesting to note 

that people going through nearing death 

awareness never report seeing living, absent 

relatives. 

   

In an article entitled “Near Death Experiences 

and Nearing Death Awareness of the Terminally 

Ill”, Pamela Kircher, MD, and Maggie Callahan, 

RN, write: 

“They may use symbolic language to describe an 

inner experience or event.  For instance, one 

woman insisted that she dress in her best 

clothes because her long-dead husband was 

coming to take her dancing; a young person 

claimed to need a map so he would know which 

way to go on his trip; people very often say that 

someone they loved but who has died is coming 

for them, or is in the room.  These statements, 

once they are understood, show what the 

person needs in order to die peacefully.”                                                                        

Near death experiences seem to be about 

teaching the person how to live better, while 

nearing death awareness is about preparing 

someone for death.  They generally tend to be 

very reassuring to the patient.  If the dying 

person is told their experiences are normal they 

can take great comfort in having these 

encounters. 

In her article “Death and Dying,” Angela 

Morrow, RN, described an encounter she had 

with her patient named Jose.  He was asking if 

she could find his tuxedo and help him get 

dressed.  The family reported that he had been 

asking them to do it all day and disregarded it 

as confusion.  When Morrow asked what he 

needed his tuxedo for he told her it was time to 

go, he wanted to look his best, and that his bags 

were already packed.  Several hours later Jose 

died.   

Some other common signs of nearing death 

awareness might include:  

 The patient talking about a “bright 

light” or simply a light 
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 They may talk about a beautiful place or 

verbalize “it’s so beautiful”   

 There may be some reference to angels  

 They may be intent on something 

unseen or reach into the air for 

something 

 There may be a glow or smile on their 

face; or they appear bewildered 

 They may convey a kind of urgency 

about getting ready to go somewhere 

 Sometimes they can predict how much 

time they have left, even down to the 

day or hour 

 They may report having “traveled to 

another place” 

 Puzzling dreams and unusual language 

may occur 

 They may seem distracted or 

preoccupied, restless or agitated 

 They may withdraw or appear “distant” 

In her book Nearing Death Awareness:  A Guide 

to Language, Visions, and Dreams of the Dying, 

Mary Anne Sanders writes: 

“During these moments, they usually possess a 

calm demeanor, or even a matter-of-fact 

attitude that what is happening is perfectly 

normal to them.  But to family, friends, and 

caregivers who are unfamiliar with end-of-life 

care and unprepared to respond helpfully, the 

dying may appear to be mentally confused….”    

It is understandable that family, friends, and 

observers of this behavior would be unsettled 

by it or simply disregard it.  Discussing it might 

feel like they are encouraging the “confusion.”  

However, avoiding openness about it may result 

in a less peaceful death for the patient.   

In Final Gifts, Callahan and Kelley put the 

messages patients are trying to convey into two 

categories:  They are either trying to describe 

the dying experience as it occurs, or they need 

something for a peaceful death.  The first 

category has been described above.  The 

second category is usually about relationships 

that have unfinished business involving 

forgiveness or reconciliation.   

As hospice workers we have all witnessed or 

heard stories about patients who do not die 

until a significant person is present.  After the 

person has arrived, the patient seems more at 

peace and may die a short time later.  Some of 

the tasks that can be important to a dying 

person include: 

 A review of the life they have lived, 

especially involving relationships 

 They may look for themes in their lives 

that identify what they have learned 

and how they have contributed to the 

world 

 Forgiveness is often an important 

concern, realizing it is a meaningful 

aspect of completing their journey on 

earth to be at peace 

 Letting go of things as a way of saying 

goodbye (i.e. activities, independence, 

roles, and relationships) 

If caregivers can understand these events as 

concerns of the dying patient, facilitating some 

kind of resolution can go a long way toward 

helping the patient die with more closure and a 

sense of peace. 
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Responding to NDA   

It may seem unnatural to be supportive of 

patients who are communicating things that 

seem “out there,” but being open to what they 

might be trying to say and asking simple 

questions to help them feel supported may be 

all that is needed. 

Guidelines for helping caregivers communicate 

with a dying person who might be experiencing 

nearing death awareness are listed below:  

 Be open, honest, and let the patient 

lead the way 

 Be sensitive to how close they want 

you to be near them, how much 

company they want, and whether 

talking is comfortable for them 

 Be very gentle about touching them if 

they seem to be more sensitive to it or 

do not want to be touched 

 Allow them to talk about their nearing 

death awareness if they wish 

 Gentle questions about what they 

think a dream means or who is with 

them are appropriate 

 A quiet presence may be all they want 

rather than feeling that their 

experience is not acceptable; the 

patient may not want to interact 

 It is possible that the dying have the 

ability to choose the moment to die, 

which may be when loved ones are not 

present, even for brief periods 

 Gently ask the patient about messages 

you do not understand; be honest and 

let them know you will keep trying to 

understand; observe for increased 

agitation if a message is not 

understood 

 Accept and validate what the patient 

tells you; do not challenge, argue, or 

dismiss; it may stifle further 

communication 

 If you do not know what to say, simply 

be present and supportive 

 Being open and accepting to this last 

stage can provide powerful 

interactions with caregivers and loved 

ones that are treasured throughout 

their lives 

 Not all patients have NDAs; there is no 

way to predict who will have them and 

who will not 

                

Hospice Aides and NDA 

Hospice aides who can be open to the 

possibility that a patient is experiencing nearing 

death awareness can be of great comfort to 

both the patient and family, even if families are 

hesitant to accept what may be happening.  The 

best approach is to be gentle and kind.  Ask the 

patient if they would like to talk about it or if 

they would like you to simply sit quietly with 

them.  If they are willing to talk about it, create 

an atmosphere of acceptance so they are more 

willing to open up.   

As much as possible, try to distinguish between 

symptoms of delirium or nearing death 

awareness.  Report the patient’s language or 

behaviors to the nurse either way, especially if 

the patient is distressed or agitated to the point 

of needing intervention.   
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While these events may be confusing to 

families, other hospice team members may be 

familiar with these occurrences and can guide 

you in responding to them.      

Summary 

Nearing death awareness is a phenomenon that 

has been described in patients who are 

approaching death, usually from a long illness, 

as in hospice.  Near death experiences, on the 

other hand, are typically reported after 

resuscitation from a sudden or “clinical death.”   

Nearing death awareness is defined as being in  

the state between physical and spiritual realms.  

Patients report seeing or being visited by 

deceased loved ones, seeing a bright light or 

beautiful place, making reference to angels, or 

talking in symbolic language about “going 

somewhere.”   

Families often interpret it as confusion, 

delirium, or disorientation as a side effect of 

medications or lack of oxygen in the brain as 

death nears.   They may have a hard time 

accepting that a spiritual event may be taking 

place.   

In spite of how it is interpreted, authors 

Callahan and Kelley (Final Gifts) propose that 

patients are either trying to convey the 

experience as it is occurring, or they need 

something for a peaceful death.  This may be 

about forgiveness, unfinished business, or 

reconciliation with an important loved one. 

Hospice aides and other team members can 

make a difference in the patient’s dying 

experience by being open-minded to NDA and 

supporting the patient by following their lead.  

Gently asking questions about what the patient 

is experiencing can help them feel understood  

and accepted, which can facilitate a more 

peaceful death.  Patients in hospice are often 

going through a profound personal and spiritual 

process already as they move closer to death.  

Supporting continuation of the journey by 

honoring their experience can be an 

immeasurable and well-deserved gift at the end 

of life.      

No matter what an individual’s religious or 

spiritual beliefs are, being open to NDA can be a 

spiritually expanding experience for anyone 

witnessing it.  It can help to see death from a 

larger perspective and have a positive impact 

on the overall experience of grief.  By going 

through the experience with a patient, one can 

become more at peace with their own mortality 

and travel through the remainder of their life 

with more richness and meaning. 
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Guidelines for Responding to Nearing Death Awareness

 

THINGS TO SAY THINGS NOT TO SAY 
“Can you tell me more about your dream?  What 
do you think it means?” 

“The research says this is just the product of a 
dying brain.” 

 
“What do you see?  Can you describe it to me?” 

“You have been under a lot of stress and your 
mind is just playing tricks on you.” 

If the patient asks if you believe them say, “Yes, 
and it sounds like a really wonderful experience.  
Would you like to talk about it?” 

 
“I’m sure this is a side effect of the medication you 
are taking.” 

“I know this happens sometimes.  Let me see if I 
can find some books or resources that might help 
you understand this experience.” 

 
“These thoughts are the work of the devil and are 
evil.” 

“This is not unusual.  Other patients I have had 
described a similar experience.  Is there anything I 
can do to help you with it?” 

 
“I know you didn’t get a lot of sleep last night, so 
maybe you’re just overtired.” 

“Did something good happen?  Can you tell me 
anything about it, even with just a word?” 

“You know this is really upsetting your family and 
they think you are very confused.” 

 
“You seem different today.  Can you tell me why?” 

“No one else can see or hear what you’re 
describing and you’re making too much of it.” 

 
“I am so pleased for you.  I can see that it makes 
you happy” or “I’m glad you’re telling me this.” 

“We want you to be comfortable and these 
thoughts are just upsetting you and are not good 
for you.” 

If the patient is talking metaphorically (as in a 
plane taking off, for example) about leaving, you 
might ask, “Do you know when it leaves?” “Is there 
anyone on the plane you know?”  “Can I do 
anything to help you get ready?”  

 
“No, that’s not your wife, it’s your daughter 
standing right here; you couldn’t have possibly 
seen your wife; she died 10 years ago.” 
(Avoid arguing or challenging) 

“I know you’re trying to tell me something, but I’m 
having trouble understanding.  I will keep trying.  
Please don’t give up on me.  I want to hear.” 

 
“Let’s watch something on TV.”  
(Diversion from subject) 

If the patient is agitated:  “I can see this is 
frustrating you.  Would it be better to talk about it 
later?” or “Don’t worry.  We can keep trying and 
maybe it will come.” 

 
“You are in grief over the loss of your husband.  
During trying times we all want to believe in such 
things, but it’s probably just wishful thinking.” 

TIPS: 

1. Pay attention to everything the dying patient says, even if it means nothing.  Keep a journal at 

the bedside for family and caregivers to jot down notes about gestures, comments, 

conversations, or anything out of the ordinary. 

2. Recommended reading:  “Final Gifts” (1992) by Callahan & Kelley.  Many different scenarios are 

covered that are common and very helpful to understand. 

3. Symbolic language may be related to something the patient enjoyed in their life:  A boater may 

talk about a ship or water; a traveler may talk about taking a train, plane, or passport, etc. 

4. Avoid interjecting your own fears or skepticism. 
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TEST QUESTIONS                                              Module 22:  Nearing Death Awareness 

NAME__________________________________   DATE____________   TEAM_______________ 

1.  Classic features of nearing death awareness in patients includes all of the following except: 

a.  Seeing a bright light    c. Visions of deceased loved ones 

b. Symbolic language for taking a trip  d. Having no awareness of their surroundings  

 

2. In 1992, hospice nurses Callahan & Kelley published a book called________________________________.  

 

3. The most common experience in nearing death awareness is:   

a. Traveling to another place  c.  Hearing beautiful music    

b. Meeting a deceased loved one  d.  Having visions of angels 

 

4. Families of a dying person experiencing nearing death awareness are usually open to it.  

a. True 

b. False 

 

5.  As a hospice aide it is important to re-orient an NDA patient and let them know they are dreaming.  

a. True 

b. False 

  

6. Important tasks for patients at the end of life include all of the following except:  

a. Forgiveness in relationships c.  Holding on to things until  death 

b. Life review   d.  Reconciliation in their relationships 

 

7.  Expanded awareness similar to near death experiences is called ______________________. 

 

8. Ways to respond to a patients who say they are going on a trip include all of the following except: 

a. “Can you tell me more?”  c. “Is there anything I can do to help?” 

b. “I think you are overtired”  d. “Would you like to talk about it?” 

 

9. When patients show signs of nearing death awareness they are often medicated or ignored.  

a. True 

b. False 

 

10. What are some of the guidelines for responding to a patient who is experiencing nearing death 

awareness? 

a. Be honest; tell the patient if you do not understand 

b. Accept it as a normal occurrence 

c. Ask the patient if they would like you to sit quietly with them 

d. Agree with the patient’s daughter when she swirls her finger around her ear indicating that the 

patient is “out of it” 
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Instructor Key – Test Answers                      Module 22:  Nearing Death Awareness 

1.  D – Patients experiencing nearing death awareness are typically aware of their surroundings 

and people who are present in the room with them. 

 

2. “Final Gifts:  Understanding the Special Awareness, Needs, and Communications of the Dying”. 

 

 

3. B – Meeting a deceased loved one. 

 

4. B – False.  Families are typically worried or unsettled by it; they may interpret it as delirium, 

hallucinations, or confusion.   

 

 

5. B – False.  It is better to explore what the patient is saying or doing in a gentle manner; if the 

patient is dismissed they may no longer talk about it. 

 

6. C – As patients move toward death it is an important process for them to let go of activities, 

independence, roles, and say goodbye in relationships. 

 

 

7. Nearing death awareness. 

 

8. B – Contradicting what a patient says when they are speaking symbolically about nearing death 

awareness may stifle them from further discussion, increase restlessness, or prevent a more 

peaceful death. 

 

 

9. A – True.  The signs of nearing death awareness are commonly misunderstood or not accepted, 

and patients are often labeled as having delirium, confusion, or hallucinations. 

 

10. D – Whether the patient has delirium or signs of nearing death awareness, it is best to remain 

professional and objective if a family member mimes that the patient is “crazy.”   
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ATTENDANCE SHEET                                     MODULE 22:  Nearing Death Awareness 

DATE:            LOCATION: 

PRINTED NAME SIGNATURE 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR:  ____________________________________________   DATE_______________________ 
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HOSPICE AIDE EDUCATION SERIES 

EVALUATION FORM 

Module 22:  Nearing Death Awareness 

  
Instructor: 

Date: 
                   Strongly                                        Strongly 

                    Agree        Agree         Neutral      Disagree     Disagree 

CONTENT:        

1. Module was relevant to hospice aide practice  ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

2. Information was current and up-to-date   ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

3. Information was well-organized    ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

4. Information was easy to understand   ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

5. Time spent to complete module was appropriate ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝  

 

INSTRUCTOR: 

1. Gave clear instructions to complete module  ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

2. Used teaching methods appropriate for hospice aides ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

3. Was knowledgeable of the subject matter  ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

4. Was engaged in the participants learning  ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝  

5. Related content to practical situations in hospice ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ ⃝ 

 

OUTCOMES: 

 

1.  Did you gain new knowledge or skills related to this module? 

 

2.  How will you apply what you learned in this module to your work? 

 

COMMENTS: 

 

1.  What did you like best about the module/presentation? 

 

2.  What changes would you make in the module/presentation? 

 

3.  What other hospice aide topics are you interested in? 

 

 

 
 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS EVALUATION.  YOUR FEEDBACK IS HIGHLY VALUED! 
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